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Last June,I stayed in my older daughter's

home for a week in order to attend my grand-

son, Gregory's, high school graduation.

Everybody was unusally busy that week.

Fortunately, I was used to my independent life,

such as fixing my lunch from the leftovers in

the refrigerator and microwaving them, read-

ing, writing, doing my crossword puzzles and

taking a nap on my own schedule. I don't

need peopie to entertain me.

But one day, Gregory announced, "To-

morrou I have only one test in the morning,

so I'll come home and take PoPo ( Grandma )

out to lunch."

Wow! Even Gregory's mother was sur-

prised at his suggestion. An eighteen-

year-ole boy who voluntarily wanted a date

with his grandma! I deeply appreciated his

consideration and love.

We had a good time together. We talked

about his future college life. I told him some

of his childhood stories which he had already

forgotten. He told me the things which he still
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remembered about Grandpa. We had no gen-

eration gap, we talked like friends.

When I was 18, I recalled, I hardly saw

any of my family members because il wls

wartime. How about my daughter when she

was 18? Yes, she was with us but she never

saw her grandparents tvho were in China.

Now Gregory was so blessed with both

grandmas at his graduation and I felt blessed

too, being able to see 'the children of my

children.'

Grandparents are slower to criticize.

They are more objective when things happen.

Because of the past experiences they had, they

have patience to deal with the present. Their

perspective has grown farther and deeper in

their lives. They are kinder, more understand-

ing and wiser in the eyes of the grandchildren.

I hope that I fit the image of an ideal

grandma and I am looking forward to dates

with all my grandchildren, one by one, in the
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future.


